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Welcome to the CloudCoin Wallet
The New Advanced Feature, Easy to Use CloudCoin Management Suite.
Our goal at the CloudCoin Consortium is to make a digital
currency accessible and usable for everyone regardless of
experience. We believe that a digital currency should be
easy to use by people from every walk of life as well as have
the best security and privacy available anywhere.
Can you use social media such as Facebook? Can you send
and receive email on a computer? Can you add attachments
and locate a file?
If the answer is Yes, then it sounds like you already have the
skills needed to operate the New CloudCoin Wallet Software!
A basic knowledge of computers is required.

This Handbook has instructions with explanations and some key
screenshots to help you navigate and use the software.
The CloudCoin Consortium recommends that you get a Free
Proton Mail Secure Email Account. It is the most secure way to
send and receive CloudCoins by email. It is also useful to file lost
coin reports if you ever need to. Go to: ProtonMail.com and sign
up for your free email account if you do not have one.
This Handbook has been written for as many people as possible. If
you require in-depth details of the mechanics of how it all works,
there are some resources at the end of this guide; you will find
helpful.

Disclaimer:

This Handbook and the CloudCoin Wallet software are provided by the CloudCoin
Consortium free, at no cost to you, as is, with no guarantees. You are free to use this software to manage
your CloudCoins and transactions. You must review and agree to the Terms and Conditions during the set-up
of the Wallet program. The use of this Handbook applies to those Terms and Conditions.
Copyright © 2020 CloudCoin Consortium. All rights reserved.
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SECTION 1: Wallets, Sky Wallets, Deposits & Transfers
1-1 Creating a Wallet (Local Wallet)
The first screen you will come to after the User Agreement is to Create a Wallet. You must have at least one Wallet to use any
features in this program. Think of a Wallet name. You can add a Wallet Password to protect your Coins from theft. Store your
password securely. You can now recover lost coins rapidly via email. To enable this feature, we recommend getting a free encrypted
ProtonMail.com secure email account. You can also recover any lost coins by filing a lost coin report, but you will wait up to five
years.

Screenshot 1-1 Create A Local Wallet

Screenshot 1-2 Deposit CloudCoins into a Local Wallet

1-2 Deposit CloudCoins into a Wallet
Deposit just a few Coins into your Wallet to begin with until you become familiar with this software. You can add Coins to your
Wallet from any CloudCoin file. The CloudCoin Wallet will accept CloudCoins as Stack, Jpeg (.jpg), or Png files. In this example, we
will deposit stack files from a USB Stick. First, click on the deposit menu. Then directly drag and drop the CloudCoin files or click
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inside the dotted box to open the file’s location in the popup window. Continue. Do not close the app until the deposit is complete.
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1-3 Create A Sky Wallet
A Sky Wallet is an ultra-secure and private way to send and receive CloudCoins over the internet without sending files or
attachments in emails. You can create your own Sky Wallet by depositing a CloudCoin, which becomes the Sky Wallet ID. In this way,
a CloudCoin's globally unique properties are used as a vehicle to transport Coins from senders to receivers securely utilizing Secure
Transfer after the CloudCoin becomes the Sky Wallet ID. It is stored on your computer as a special purpose CloudCoin.
To Create: Choose the DNS name of a trusted server skywallet.cc Enter your proposed address you would like to use. Example:
maria.skywallet.cc To create a SkyWallet, you must choose a CloudCoin to be used as an ID. It is not necessary to use anything
larger than a one (1) CloudCoin denomination. When creating a new Sky Wallet, a popup window from your Local Wallet will open.
You will need to select a Coin for the SkyWallet from here because they have been powned authentic. Click open, then click on any
Wallet in the Wallets List to refresh. Your Sky Wallet should now be viewable.
You can now transact with your SkyWallet in the ‘Transfer’ menu. Details of the contents will be viewable in the Wallets List.

Screenshot 1-3 a Creating A Sky Wallet
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1-4 Transferring Coins to A Sky Wallet
You will have the ability to transfer Coins to any Sky Wallet that you choose. By using a Sky Wallet, you can be certain that you have
sent authentic Coins and the receiver has received the authentic Coins. All you need is the receiver's Sky Wallet address. The address
must be entered correctly, or it is possible the payment could go to someone else.
Example: maria.skywallet.cc
Select ‘Transfer From,’ choose a Wallet. Select ‘Transfer To,’ enter a Sky Wallet name. Enter the amount and a memo, then continue
and complete the transaction. Refer to the screenshot below for an example.

Screenshot 1-4 Transferring Coins to A Sky Wallet

Screenshot 1-5 Withdrawing Coins to Local Filesystem

1-5 Withdrawing Coins to Local Filesystem
You can withdraw CloudCoins from your CloudCoin Wallet to a local folder on your computer or an external storage device such as a
USB Stick or external hard drive. To do this, select ‘Withdraw From’ the Wallet you want to get your Coins from. Then choose a
‘Local Folder.’ in your local file system as the destination for your withdrawal. Now choose how you want your CloudCoins stored. As
a Stack, Png, or Jpeg file. Stacks and Png files can hold multiple CloudCoins. Jpegs can only hold one CloudCoin per Jpeg image.
CloudCoin Wallet
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1-6 Transferring Coins Between Your Wallets and Sky Wallets
Now that you have some Coins in a Sky Wallet, you can practice moving them back to the Wallet on your computer or to another Sky
Wallet.
Select the ‘Transfer From’ and ‘Transfer To’ Wallets or Sky Wallets. Again, you will have to enter the password for each Wallet that
is password protected if you choose to use password protection. Follow the directions to finish the transfer. You will notice the
balances have changed in the Wallets from figure 1-6 a to 1-6b.

Screenshot 1-6 a Transferring Coins Between Wallets

Screenshot 1-6b Transferring Coins Between Wallets

The 'Total Coins' displayed on the top menu bar shows all Coins present in both of the Wallets on your device and the Coins that are
present in your Sky Wallets you have set up in this program. When you click on any Wallet displayed in the left side, you will see that
Wallet's transaction history of deposits, withdraws, and balance.
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1-7 Printing & Exporting History
Click on the Wallet you would like to display the history of. You can choose to print or export the history or both. Choose your
printer. You can also choose to create a pdf file of the history if your print menu has that option.
Exporting history: Choose the location you would like to save your history to. History can be exported as a Csv (comma separated
variable) file. The Csv file can be imported to spreadsheets such as Excel and various other programs.

Screenshot 1-7 Printing & Exporting History

Screenshot 1-8 Deposit A Backup File (e.g., Coins already
Present)

1-8 Depositing A Backup File
Restoring a Backup file is as simple as any deposit. If you need to restore a Backup, first go into the deposit menu, and select your
Backup file from your file system or external storage. Then deposit the Backup as you would any other CloudCoin file. Be aware that
any Coins that are already in the CloudCoin Wallet will display as ‘Previously Imported Coins.’ Any Coins in the Backup that you have
spent or re-powned since the Backup was created will display as Counterfeit after the deposit is completed. In the screenshot
above, No Coins were imported because they were already present in a Wallet.
CloudCoin Wallet
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Making Change
The Change-Maker is completely private and secure. It will enable you to have the exact change you need for every transaction
completed with the CloudCoin Wallet. The CloudCoin denominations are exchanged using the new Make Change Service on the
RAIDA.
The Make Change Service operates automatically in the background if the need arises to make change. Example: You have a five
CloudCoin denomination, and you want to make a payment of four CloudCoins. If your transaction requires change, this function will
get you the exact change you need automatically.

Screenshot 1-9 a Requesting Change

Screenshot 1-9b Requesting Change

Note: Making perfect change is not available for transferring from a Sky Wallet to your Local Wallet. If you do not have perfect
change on hand, the transfer from a Sky Wallet will adjust to slightly more to allow you to make your transfer.
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SECTION 2: Tools Menu

Screenshot 2-0 Tools Menu

This section is a brief overview of each of the tools in the tool menu and their functions.
See the screenshot above. Read the list of eight tools we will be going over in this section.
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2-1 Creating a CloudCoin Backup File
Used to create one or more Backups of the Coins stored in any Wallet on your computer. A backup is an exact copy of the Coins that
are still in the Bank folder of the chosen Wallet. Backup Files must be kept safe just like any other authentic CloudCoin file.
The Backup file may take a little time to be created. It will take longer if you are backing up many CloudCoin files. Please wait for it
to complete.
Select the Wallet you want to back up, then select or create a folder where you want to store your Backup file. A single stack file
will be created. The filename will show the number of Coins contained and that it is a Backup file. Example:
2540.CloudCoin.BACKUP.stack You may want to keep track of the Wallet each Backup is from, its origin or purpose, etc.

Screenshot 2-1a Create a Backup
Screenshot 2-1b Backup Keys (ID Coins)
Backup Keys
Eliminates the need to go into your Wallet folders to locate and retrieve a copy of the ID. Coin. These are authentic backup copies
of the ID. Coin and must be kept safe and secure. If you pown or spend your ID. Coins (keys), it would de-activate your Sky
Wallet(s). Therefore, it is recommended to store them properly labeled in a secure location.
You can also use these key copies to install your existing Sky Wallets on an additional computer locally or in another location, such as
your business office. This enables you to access your Sky Wallets in Multiple places.
CloudCoin Wallet
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2-2 List Serial Numbers
It is essential to list the Serial Numbers of all your CloudCoins from time to time. You may need your Serial Numbers someday if you
lose your Coins somehow. The recovery period for lost Coins is now five (5) years after the month they were last powned.
This list can be printed on paper or saved as a file or both. See the illustration below: Screenshot 2-2.

Screenshot 2-2 List Serial Numbers

Screenshot 2-3 Clear History

2-3 Clear History
When you clear the history, it will remove all history from ALL Wallets Permanently. If the history is not desired, you can delete it
as often as you want. If you have an old Wallet that is empty and not being used; it would be better to delete that Wallet than clear
all the history. Doing so will delete the history of that Wallet only and will not interfere with the history of other Wallets. If you do
decide to delete all history, make sure you have previously printed a hard copy or exported the history that you need. After deleting
history, an ‘Opening Balance’ will be posted in each Wallet to display the starting Coin count.
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2-4 Fix Fracked
What is a Fracked Coin?
Sometimes all the RAIDA are not available during a pown, and the Coins become Fracked. This means that one or more of the RAIDA
think the Coin is Counterfeit. Fracked Coins will be fixed using the Frack Fix process. Usually, this process happens automatically.
Sometimes the process cannot finish because one of the RAIDA is unavailable. In this case, you can fix the Fracked later when the
RAIDA is ready to fix them.
This is the beautiful self-repairing process of CloudCoins and the RAIDA network. No other currency can do this. You can think of it
like growing back new skin to replace damaged skin.

Screenshot 2-4a Fix Fracked

Screenshot 2-4b Fix Fracked

Only the Wallets that have Fracked Coins will display in the drop-down list when you want to Fix Fracked Coins. If the Wallet is not
on the list, then it does not have Fracked Coins to fix.
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2-5 Delete Wallet
If you decide that a Wallet is no longer needed, you can delete it. You can only delete empty Wallets.
Deleting a Wallet is Permanent and Irreversible.

Screenshot 2-5a Delete A Wallet

Screenshot 2-5b Delete A Sky Wallet

WARNING: If you decide to delete a SkyWallet, you may lose that Sky Wallet name permanently. The DNS record associated with your
Sky Wallet ID. Coin will be deleted and the ID. Coin will be deposited into your CloudCoin Wallet. The DNS record will no longer
exist, so a different user would be able to choose your deleted Sky Wallet name.
Be sure that you do not have other SkyWallets associated with the same ID. Coin. It is strongly recommended to use a separate ID.
Coin for each Sky Wallet name, even though an ID. Coin can support an infinite number of Sky Wallets.
If you were to delete a Sky Wallet that was sharing an ID. Coin with other SkyWallets, the other SkyWallets would be deactivated
because your shared ID. Coin would be powned when it is deposited back into a Local Wallet. It would then be difficult to locate this
Coin if you still needed it.
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2-6 Show Folders
This allows you to see where all your files are. Displays the path in the Client Folders to each of your Wallets. Clicking the link will
open the location of your Wallets on your computer. There is one for each Wallet. If you need a copy of an ID. Coin, for another
purpose, create a Copy of the ID. Coin, do not take the original. ID. Coins are in the ‘ID.’ folder inside of your ‘Cloud Coin Wallet’
folder
DO NOT: Spend the ID. Coin unless you are sure that it will not be used anymore as an ID. for Sky Wallets.
Note: Moving or making changes in your Wallet folders may cause this software program to display incorrect information.
Example: If any Coin (including an ID. Coin) is moved manually from a folder, it can cause incorrect balances or counterfeits.

Screenshot 2-6 Show Folders

Screenshot 2-7 Echo RAIDA

2-7 Echo RAIDA
This shows the state of the RAIDA. Uptime is over 99.9%. However, sometimes network routers (especially at your workspace) may
block your access. THE echo RAIDA will allow you to see the connections. Echo RAIDA will tell you if a RAIDA Cloud is ready or
momentarily unavailable, displayed as: FAILED if there are more than three failed RAIDA, your transaction will not process to keep
your Coins safe. It also shows the response time of each RAIDA Cloud in seconds or less.
CloudCoin Wallet
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2-8 SETTINGS
-

Mode: Preset in Auto mode. If the CloudCoin Wallet detects that the person has a slow network, it will shift from parallel mode
to serial mode so that it does not use up all the bandwidth. This occurs in situations using poor internet connections or old
computers that cannot handle 25 threads (streams) at once. Recommended to be set in Auto mode for most situations.

-

Timeouts: Most tasks are expected to complete in a few seconds. If you have a poor internet connection, you may need to
increase your timeouts. Timeouts are for Echo RAIDA, Send/Receive Coins, detect (pown), and Fixing Fracked.

Screenshot 2-8 Settings
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-

Max Notes: This is the maximum amount of CloudCoin files you will import or process at one time. It is preset at 400 with a
maximum of 1000.

-

DDNS server: (Dynamic Domain Name System) A server that allows a user to automatically associate a CloudCoin (ID. Coin) that
they are using as their address with a friendly username such as “maria.skywallet.cc.” Guardians vastly expand the DDNS
capabilities and ensure that the RAIDA is always accessible

2-9 Sent Coins
Displays a record of transfers you have made to your Sky Wallets and/or to the Sky Wallets of other remote users.

Screenshot 2-9 Sent Coins
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2-10 BILL PAY
Bill Pay will enable users to pay out CloudCoins to a massive number of recipients in an instant and with no fees. Bill Pay does
require the additional functionality of a paid version of a ProtonMail.com secure email account. CloudCoin Bill Pay is the most
efficient mass payment system in the world.

Screenshot 2-10 Bill Pay
A link to instructions for setup is displayed on the Bill Pay screen.
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2-11 CloudBank Server (advanced)
The CloudBank is made for merchants and exchanges that want to keep their CloudCoins safe but could be used by cell phones in
the future when that feature is ready. The CloudBank turns your computer into a web server. For this server to work, you must
assign your CloudCoin Wallet a port. Then you must enable port-forwarding on your router.
You will also have to open a port on your computer that is running the CloudCoin wallet. Your CloudBank will automatically create a
CloudBank local account. You can add an existing SkyWallet account. Only one local and one SkyWallet account are enabled at this
time. You can press the test button to ensure it works.

The CloudBank server allows your CloudCoin Wallet to be controlled remotely. You can find the API for these remote calls here:
https://github.com/CloudCoinConsortium/CloudBank-V2/blob/master/README.md
Merchants and exchanges who need help can contact the CloudCoin Consortium software development team directly.
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2-12 Recover Lost Coins
Recovery of lost coins by email is here! If you set up your wallets with recovery by email, you can use this tool to rapidly retrieve
coins you have lost. There is a fee of 1 CloudCoin for this service. Select a 1 CloudCoin note for payment, as this service does not
return change.
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The Anatomy of a CloudCoin
{

“cloudcoin”: [
{
“nn”:”1”,
“sn”:”1307010”,

“an”: [“510b1e6c8aa6aac54cdfa725d803fe31”, “37fbcd65b1ad5de9f5080c8f31d0aa15”,
“dadfdbf658a2e9673a083c8f02f975a3”, “5246187d9c044f81c6c2bf72c4791f19”, “294c044e81ae117017be498cd2a8178a”,
“95b7a9c9535eaa91317c1e43d9e2af6d”, “eadfdb7f61d6e88e963577bff7d631bd”,
“bf8eded78cf94ba99b1ddf15121d6625”, “b1360ce83b0b6eb3ee4c9a472cb2f183”, “37d7422cb6dbbc6050fa03fc087cb374”,
“d4affd644ce029082fd48983e765535a”, “f29c491abb79323a89c02bddfbf567fa”,
“915469f674dd7f3e883f71ac7e4a13d0”, “e66bad03723d33f031187d1912641563”, “82be0fe65e6fbf0724e1e3f3db290dc9”,
“d359c8e9cfbddd401091f000107a5e93”, “5d5371c49fddad066489748e700428ad”,
“35aecde07106c53bf462689bffd3522c”, “cf2a9eacd9e20ee3be7135aa1e2665fd”, “ebb942b3213160f8adb24818809a7bad”,
“1d965711699ea19cc8841db9f56e4363”, “1c9552bc5cc74008328a6f4514828640”,
“afcfb6a110b11375a7b545600353b9d8”, “5a217b94f1cd543835814f450325817d”,”8a8056e0fda5184e8709d0a10170cd51”],
“ed”:”10-2021”,

“pown”:”ppppppppppppppppppppppppp”,
“aoid”: []
}
}

]

The Parts of a CloudCoin:
__ “cloudcoin” = Denotes that the information contained is that of a
CloudCoin.
__ “nn” = Network Number. Network “1” is the RAIDA Network that the
CloudCoins are on. Additional RAIDA networks, serving other purposes,
would each have their own network number.
__ “sn” = Serial Number. The serial number identifies each unique CloudCoin
file on the RAIDA network. It is like the Serial Numbers on paper currencies.
This number must be between 1 and 16777216 (inclusive) to be an authentic
CloudCoin.
__ ”aoid” = All Other Information Desired. This field can contain an array of
strings, and it is for the owner’s use. The information in this field should not
be trusted. This field may contain data such as passwords, owner’s names,
contact info, email, etc. There are many possible uses such as multi-party
signature, digital asset escrow, estates, wills, and so on.

CloudCoin Wallet

__ ”an” = authenticity numbers. There are 25 authenticity numbers that form
a CloudCoin’s password, one for each RAIDA Cloud. When a CloudCoin is
powned (password-owned), the Ans are checked with those stored on the
RAIDA. If they pass, the Coin is found to be authentic. The password is then
changed for the new owner, so the Coin cannot be re-spent by the previous
owner.
__ “ed” = Expiration Date. CloudCoins will expire and be scavenged by the
RAIDA if they have not been powned for five years. To avoid losing CloudCoins
by expiration, you must re-pown them before the 5-year mark. This date is
for convenience only and should not be trusted. It is best to pown all your
stored CloudCoins at least once a year.
__ ”pown” = Pown Results. Displays the last results when a CloudCoin was
detected on the RAIDA. There is one result for each of the 25 RAIDA clouds.
Possible Results can include p=pass, f=fracked, e=error, u=undetected, n= no
response from RAIDA.
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Help Topics
Scrolling the Wallets List
While using certain laptops equipped with a touchpad, you may need to move your pointer to the left panel and click between two
of the Wallets in the list to activate the Wallets List. Then you can scroll your list up and down using either the arrow keys or the
page up / page down keys on your keyboard. You can also plug in a mouse and use it to scroll the list either by left clicking and
dragging the mouse or by using the top mouse wheel, if equipped with one.
Balances Not Displaying Correctly
If you encounter the problem of balances not displaying correctly after a transaction, click on the wallet or close and restart the
CloudCoin Wallet program to refresh the Wallet list. This occurrence is being eliminated in the newer versions.
Please make it a habit of Powning your CloudCoins once a year to avoid loss from expiration, that way none will be forgotten.
Pick out a date that you will remember and Pown your Coins. The RAIDA is scheduled to begin recovering what it finds as lost
or abandoned CloudCoins after the 5-year mark starting in February 2022. Any forgotten or unreported lost coins will return
to the RAIDA.

Videos reflecting the new layout and improvements will be posted soon.

The CloudCoin Wallet Instructional Video
View on YouTube or Download
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The CloudCoin Consortiums Online Resources
Signing up for a support account is easy, and it helps us help you faster.
Go to: CloudCoin Support Portal
Email: support@cloudcoinmail.com Tel#:1 (530)762-1361

Client Software Download Page

TUTORIALS & INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS

Exploring CloudCoin.Global Learn More About CloudCoin

CloudCoin Consortium- YouTube

Learn How to Become A Member of the CloudCoin Consortium

CloudCoin Consortium -Facebook

Check Out CloudCoin Weekly Newsletter–It is Free to Sign Up!

TECHNICAL RESOURCES

Connect with Us on Any of the Popular Social Media Platforms

CloudCoin Consortium-White Paper
CloudCoin Consortium-Software Standards

Learn How to File A Lost Coin Report
Looking for More CloudCoins? Find Resellers. Exchanges.

CloudCoin Consortium-Apps
CloudCoin Consortium-GitHub

Work for the CloudCoin Consortium.
Explore Global Links and Websites. Our Reach is Growing!

All these and more Resources available at:
CloudCoin Global

Copyright © 2020 CloudCoin Consortium. All rights reserved.
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